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(Communicated by William W. Adams)

Abstract. Let p be an odd prime, and let k be a positive integer with / <

k < (p - l)/2 ■  In this note we give a formula for the number of solutions

{x\, ... , xk) of the congruence x\ H-+ x^ = 0   (modp),  1 < X\ < • ■ ■ <

xk<(p-\)/2.

Let p be an odd prime, and let h, e (> 1) denote the class number and

the fundamental unit of the real quadratic field Q(y/p), respectively. Let k be

a positive integer with 1 < k < (p - l)/2, and let N^ denote the number of

solutions (*i,..., J:*) of the congruence

x\ + --- + xl = Q   (modp),        1 <x\ < ■■■ <xk < ^—.

Agoh [1] proved that if p = 1   (mod 4), then

eh = \/pa2 - 1 +a^p,

where
.      /      (P-D/2 \

a = p-^i[l+ E (-d^J-

In [3, 4], Sun gave a formula for Nk when k = 2,3, and 4. For example, he
showed that

f p- 1,    ifp= 1 (mod 4),

2~\0, if/7 = 3 (mod4),

' (p-l)(p-17),    ifp=l(mod8),

(p- l)(p- 11),    ifp = 3(mod8),

3     | (p-l)(p-5),      if/> = 5(mod8),

.(P-1)(P+1),      ifp = 7(mod8).

In this note we give a general formula for Nk as follows:
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Theorem. Let A = ^(-l)^-1)/2/?, and let

<»      *-H-i+G)A)- t-i--¥-
w/?ere (fc/p) w ?/*e Legendre symbol. If

(Jk =-(Ak + BkA),        k=l,...,^-,

satisfy

(2) ffi=5i,        kak =S\ok_x -s2ak_2-^f- + {-\)k-xsk,

then we have

»-K(%1,/2)+(VW-
By (1) and (2), we get

Ai= -1,

^2=i(3 + (-l)^-')/2p),

^3 =   _  1(5 + (_l)(P-D/2p + (_l)(P-l)/2+(P2-I)/82/7),

and by (3), we obtain

N2 = l(p-l)(l + (-lY"-^2),

Ni = Up - \)(p - 8 - (-\)^-^23 - (-l)^-')/2+(P2-i)/86),

which agrees with Sun's evaluation. According to the theorem, we can determine

Nk (fc = l,...,(p-l)/2)ina recursive manner so h can be computed

algorithmically by means of Agoh's formula.

Proof of the Theorem. Let J?, JV be the sets of quadratic residues and non-

residues mod/7, respectively, and let j£k, jVk be the sets of all subsets of

J?, jy with k elements, respectively. Let C be a pth primitive root of unity,

and let

(4) ak=       j;       £'•'+-+'*,        fc=i,...,£Z_L.
{'i.'*}G-^*

Since {C'|i e ^} represents Gal(Q(C)/Q(A)), we see that ak (k = 1, ... ,

(p - l)/2) are algebraic integers in Q(A). Then we have

(5) ak = {(Ak + BkA),        Ak,BkeZ,  Ak = Bk (mod2).

Let

(6)   ik=      5]      c"+"+,s    jk=      53      c"+"+,t.
{'.JkH-^k {'I .••■, !*}€-<*

i'iH-H'*=0 (modp) i'iH-n'jr^O (modp)

Then ak = Ik+Jk , and A^ = 4 since l2, 22 , ... , ((/?-1)/2)2 are all quadratic

residues modp . Moreover, we get from (6) that

(7)
p~l - 1

Jk = 51 ^'•'T,        akreZ, akr>0,  r = 1, ... , p - 1 ,  re = 1, ... , —^— .
r=l
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As {(-1 + A)/2, (-1 - A)/2} is an integral basis of Q(A), there exist integers

bk, bk   {k = I, ... , (p - l)/2) such that

(8)    Jk=bk(zi^y-bk{^),   k=i,...,p-^.

By (6) and (8), we get

(9) Ak = 2Nk-bk-bk,       k=l,...,^.

On the other hand, by the well-known evaluation of the Gaussian sum, we
have

do) £C< = zi_t*,    E^^-
ieJf jejy

Since (, (2, ... , Cp_1 are linearly independent over Q, we see from (7), (8),
and (10) that

f bk,    if r 6 Jf, p-\
Ukr= \  T -r- Ar k= I, ... , -^— .

[ bk ,    if r e yT, 2

Recalling that akr > 0, we have

(H)^+(V)^+^-l^l=((;,V)/2)'        fc^l....,^.

by (5). Combining (9) and (11) yields (3).
Let

* = £:",      fc=i,....,^.

Then sfc (fc= 1,... , (p-l)/2) satisfy (1) by (10). Thus, by Newton's relations
between the coefficients of a polynomial and the sums of powers of its zeros,

ak   (k = 1, ... , (p - l)/2) satisfy (2). The proof is complete.

Remark. On applying Waring's formula (cf. [2, Formula 1.76]), we have an

explicit formula for ak :

e   (-i)B2+"4+-+"2,*/2,n^-
«i+2n2H-vknk=k i=\
n,>0, i=l,...,k
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